Let G be a finite abelian group, and R a commutative ring. The Brauer-Long group
cases some more restrictions were put on the ground ring R : the Picard group of R was supposed to be trivial, R was supposed to contain "enough" roots of unity, and |C7| was supposed to be invertible in R.
So far, no general approach has been proposed. Also, most authors have studied the Brauer-Long group from a ring theoretic point of view, not examining the question whether there exists a dimodule analog to Gabber's theorem giving the relation between the Brauer group and the second étale cohomology group of the sheaf of units (cf. [18] ). In this paper, we present such a cohomological interpretation of the Brauer-Long group. Our approach is merely based on descent theory, as presented by Knus and Ojanguren in [22] , and is also inspired by the Z-graded cohomology developed by the first author and F. Van Oystaeyen in [9] .
To overcome difficulties concerning the nontriviality of the Picard group, we introduce a dimodule version of the Picard group, PD(i?, G) in § 1. It is not very difficult to see that the sheaf associated to PD(-, G) on the étale site is not trivial, actually, it is given by the sheaf G x G*(-). Also, the sheaf associated to BD(-, G) is not trivial, since the Brauer-Long group of a strictly Henselian ring is not trivial. As a consequence, there is no splitting theorem for the BrauerLong group, and this has led us to first consider BD5(iî, C7), the subgroup of classes split by some faithfully flat extension S of R. In §2, it is shown that BDS(R, G) is isomorphic to a semidirect product of H2(Rét, Gm)tors and H (Rét, G x G* ), where the multiplication rules are defined by a kind of cup product map. The H factor is caused by the nontriviality of the sheaf associated to PD(-, G).
To describe the complete Brauer-Long group, we define a map ß : BD(R, G) -> Aut(G x G*)(R), such that Ker/3 = BDS(R, G). To define ß, we use an appropriate version of an exact sequence due to Rosenberg and Zelinsky which generalizes the Skolem-Noether Theorem. This generalizes maps considered by the second author, Childs and Orzech [4, 12, 28] . The image of ß is shown to be a kind of orthogonal subgroup of Aut(C7x G*)(R). This describes the BrauerLong group, up to the exact multiplication rules in the product BYjs(R, G) x Im ß . These rules are known in the special case where G is cyclic (cf. [7, 16] ).
In previous papers, the second author tried to describe the Brauer-Long group using Galois theory. In §4, we do the converse: the exact sequence obtained in §3 restricts to split exact sequences describing the group of Galois extensions, and the group of G-strongly graded rings having R as their part of degree zero. This generalizes an exact sequence of DeMeyer. We also provide a cohomological description of the groups of commutative Galois extensions and commutative strongly graded rings, and present a generalization of the Kümmer exact sequence to finite abelian groups. In the last section of this paper, we apply our results to describe the graded Brauer group of Childs, Garfinkel and Orzech. This will generalize the results of [12] . Throughout this paper, we impose no restrictions on R and G, concerning the connectedness of R , the Picard group of R, cyclicness of G and existence of roots of unity. However, it will turn out that the structure of BD(i?, G) is the richest under the conditions that we have enough roots of unity and that |C7| is invertible, and therefore we impose these conditions in some of our propositions. We expect that the methods developed in this paper can also be used to describe the Brauer-Long group with respect to a Hopf algebra, as introduced in [24] . This will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
1. Notation and preliminary results 1.1. Dimodules and dimodule algebras. Let R be a commutative ring, and G an abelian group (in most of our applications, G will be finite), denoted additively (in this context, it is common to denote G multiplicatively; it will turn out however that, for our results, the formalism becomes clearer if we denote G additively). A G-module M is an .R-module M with an action of G on M satisfying (a + x)m = o(xm) and (o)m = m, for all m £ M, o, x £ G. A G-dimodule M is a G-graded module which is also a G-module such that the action and grading are compatible, that is o(Mf) is contained in M , for all o ,x £ G. A G-module algebra A is an i?-algebra which is a Gmodule such that o(ab) = a(a)a(b), for all o £ G, a, b £ A . A G-dimodule algebra is a G-graded algebra which is a G-dimodule and a G-module algebra.
Given two G-(di)modules M, N, HomR(M, N) can be given a G-module structure by defining (af)(m) = a(f((-a)m)), for all m £ M, o £ G, fi £ HomÄ(Af, N). Also HomÄ(Af, N) can be given a grading in the natural way (cf. [27] for further details about graded rings), and this gives HomÄ(M, N) a G-dimodule structure. Unless it is specified otherwise, we will assume that HomÄ(Af, N) is furnished with this natural G-dimodule structure. The tensor product M ®RN of two G-dimodules has a natural dimodule structure in the following way: a(m <8> n) = a(m) ® o(n) for the module structure, and (M ®Ä N)a = ©TeG Ma_x ® MT for the grading. The tensor product of two G-dimodule algebras A, B is again a G-dimodule algebra. We define the smash product A#RB of A and B to be A®RB as a G-dimodule, but with multiplication defined by
where a¡£ A, b: £ B and bx is homogeneous of grade ßx . a®b is denoted a#b when viewed as an element of A#B. Given two homogeneous morphisms fi:Ni-^Pi (i = 1, 2), we define the smash product fx#f2 : Nx®N2-> PX®P2 by (1.1.2) C/i#/2)(n, ® nf = fMfnf) ® fifnf where deg/2 = tp2. This rule is extended to nonhomogeneous morphisms by linearity. It is an easy exercise to prove that (1.1.1) also holds for the composition of homogeneous morphisms, that is, if g¡ : M¡ -> AT , with deg g¡ = yi, then (1.1.3) igl#g2)°ifl#f2) = gx°y2ifi)#g2°f2.
Also, if a and b are invertible homogeneous elements or morphisms of degree a and ß , then (1.1.4) (a#b)~x = (-ß)(a~x)#b~x.
A homomorphism between G-dimodules that preserves the action and the grading is called a G-dimodule homomorphism. The category of Ä-G-dimodules and J?-G-dimodule homomorphisms is denoted by (R, G)-dimod. The fact that two .R-G-dimodules are isomorphic is denoted by M =d N.
1.2. Consider RZaT, Rét or Rñ (cf. [26] for all details on sites), and let G be the constant presheaf on any of these sites. Let G(-) be the sheaf associated to G : (5)), where Gm is the multiplicative sheaf of units. Take (a, a*) £ (G x G*)(R) ; we define a G-dimodule R(o, a*) as follows: R(o, o*) is R as an i?-module; take a direct summand T of R on which (o, a*) takes constant values (t, t*) . The grading on T is defined by giving every element of T degree x, and the action by p(t) = x*(p)t for every p £ G, t £ T. Note that the operation on G* is denoted additively, i.e. for a*, x* £ G*, p £ G, we have (a* + x*)(p) = o*(p)x*(p). The identity map i : R -* R(o, o*) is not a dimodule isomorphism, but is homogeneous of degree o. The action of G on i and i~ is given by pi = o*(p)i and p(i~x) = o*(-p)i~x . Let (R, G)-gr be the category of Ggraded Ä-modules and graded homomorphisms (cf. [27] ); we define a functor (R, G x G*)-gr -> (R, G)-dimod as follows: given a G x G*-graded .R-module M, we define a G-dimodule structure on M as follows: take m £ M homogeneous of degree (a, a*); then degG(m) = a, and x(m) = a*(x)m, for all X£G.
1.3. Proposition. If the canonical map G(R) -► G**(R) is an isomorphism, and if \G\ is invertible in R, then the categories (R, G x G*)-gr and (R, G)-dimod are equivalent.
Note. From the fact that \G\~X £ R, it follows that G(R) -► G**(R) is injective; then the fact that G(R) -> G**R is surjective means that every component of R contains a primitive exp(G)th root of unity.
Proof. We refer to [12, §5] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We denote by FPD(i?, G) the category of faithfully projective .R-G-dimodules and i?-G-dimodule homomorphisms. PD(R, G) will be the category of invertible .R-G-dimodules and i?-G-dimodule homomorphisms. PD(R, G) = K0 PD(R, G) is the group of isomorphism classes of invertible G-dimodules, and we call this the dimodule Picard group of jR . The tensor product is a product on these categories. We use similar notations for the subcategories FPC(R, G), PC(R, G), FPM(R, G), PM(R, G) consisting of respectively G-graded modules and G-modules.
1.4. Lemma. Let R be a commutative ring, and let G be a finite abelian group.
(
Proof. Using the notation introduced in 1.2, we obtain a monomorphism i :
Consider an invertible i?-dimodule /, and p £ Spec(R). As an Rp-module, Rp = Ip, and therefore / is just Rp asan ^-module, but with grading given by deg(x) = op for some a £ G, and for all x £ Ip . The map Spec(iî) -> G : p -► op is clearly locally constant, and determines an element a of G(R). We define a* £ G*(R) as follows: for p £ Spec(R), we let 1 be the image of 1 under the isomorphism Rp = Ip. For x £ G(R), we define ct*(t) by a*(x) = x(p)(lp). Because x is locally constant, it is easily seen that o*(x)p globalizes to a*(x) £ R. The map (e,e*) : PY>(R, G) -» G(R) x G*(R), defined by / -» (o, a*) is an epimorphism split by i, and Ker(e ,e*) = Pic(R). This proves (1.4.1), and the two other statements follow immediately.
1.5. Notation. In the sequel, S will always be a commutative .R-algebra. Unless otherwise indicated, the grading and action of G on R and S will be trivial, and all tensor and smash products will be over R. S^ will be an abbrevation for the tensor product of n copies of 5 over R, and ®n and #n will denote the tensor and smash product over 5(n). If M is an ^-module, then we denote Mx = S ® M, M2 = M <S> S, Mxx = S <8> S <g> M, etc. The pair (N, n) is unique up to dimodule isomorphism. If M is a dimodule algebra, then N has a unique R-dimodule algebra structure such that tj is an S-dimodule algebra isomorphism. Similar statements hold for G-modules and G-graded modules.
Proof. Observe that the descended module (algebra) defined in [22, 3.2-3.4] has a natural structure of G-dimodule (G-dimodule algebra). It may be shown (cf. [23, 24] ) that the smash product of two G-Azumaya algebras is again G-Azumaya, and that the endomorphism ring of a faithfully projective G-dimodule is a G-Azumaya algebra. Also the G-opposite of a GAzumaya algebra is G-Azumaya. Two G-Azumaya algebras A, B are called Brauer equivalent if there exist faithfully projective G-dimodules M, N such that A#EndR(M) =d B#EndR(N). The set of equivalence classes of this relation forms a group under the operation induced by the smash product. The inverse class of a class [A] is represented by the G-opposite algebra of A . For details concerning this definition, we refer to [23, 24] , Following [16] , we call this group the Brauer-Long group of R with respect to G, and we denote it by BD(R, G). [12, §5] . In general, one has to adapt the proof of [22, III.5 .1], as was pointed out to us by F. Tilborghs [34] .
If R is not noetherian, then G(R) can be an infinite group, and this may cause technical problems. The following lemma illustrates that it is possible to descend to noetherian subrings:
1.10. Lemma. Suppose that R is a nonnoetherian commutative ring, and that G is a finite abelian group such that \G\ is invertible in R and G(R) = G**(R). Then for any R-G-Azumaya algebra A, there exists a noetherian subring R' of R and a R-G-Azumaya algebra A' such that A=d A' ® R. Proof. First, let P be a faithfully projective G-.R-dimodule. Then P is (G x G*)(i?)-graded, so P is a graded direct summand of a (G x G*)(iî)-graded free i?-module (cf. [27] ). Thus P is a direct summand of a module of the form «=i Now, [22, 1.2.8-1.2.9] may be generalized to G-dimodule homomorphisms: Gdimodule homomorphisms between faithfully projective dimodules may be descended to G-dimodule homomorphisms over a noetherian subring. Then [22, III.5.7] can be generalized directly.
1.11. Étale cohomology. Let F be a sheaf on Rñ or i?ét. The sheaf cohomology groups on these sites will be denoted by Hn(R, F). We refer to [26] for their definition. Artin ( [1] ) proved that the étale cohomology groups may be described by Amitsur cohomology:
where the inductive limit runs over all étale coverings S of R. Concerning Amitsur cohomology, we will use the notations introduced in [22] . In particular, for x £ F(S(n)), x¡ will denote F(e.)(x), where e,. :
12. Galois objects. Recall (cf. [3] ) that for H a finitely generated projective commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra, Gal(i?, H) is defined to be the abelian group of (not necessarily commutative) Galois //-objects in the sense Here the isomorphisms are G-module algebra isomorphisms, and S is S with trivial G-action. Remark that GalJ(i?, GR) is the familiar group T(R, G) of
Harrison [19] . Similarly, if we let Gaf (R, RG) be the subgroup of Gal(i?, RG) consisting of commutative strongly graded rings, then
GaT" (Ä, RG) = {S£ Gal(R ,RG):S®S^SG} = {S £ Gal(R, RG) : S ® T s TG for some faithfully flat i?-algebra T}.
Now the isomorphisms are G-graded algebra isomorphisms, and ¡S is S, but with trivial grading.
1.13. Proposition. We have the following isomorphisms of groups:
Gals(R,GR)^Hx(Ra,G)^Hx(Rét,G) and Gal5(R, RG) £ Hl(Rñ, G*).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [22, Proposition 2. 1.14. Corollary. Every element in Hx(Rtx, G)(Hx(Ra, G*)) can be represented by a cocycle in ZX(S/R, G)(ZX(S/R, G*)) for some faithfully projective extension S of R. Proof. S £ Gal5(R, GR)(Gals(R, RG)) is split by S, and S is clearly faithfully projective.
The split part of the Brauer-Long group
One of the difficulties that we encounter studying the Brauer-Long group is the fact that the Brauer-Long group of a strictly Henselian ring is not trivial. Therefore we first restrict to the study of the subgroup BDS(R, G) of elements represented by algebras which can be split by a faithfully flat extension of the ground ring:
BDS(R, G) = \J{BD(S/R, G) : S/R is faithfully flat}
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where BD(S/R, G) = Ker(BD(i?, G) -» BD(S, G)).
In this section, we give a cohomological description of BDs(iî, G). First, we define a map which is, in a sense, a generalization of the cup product map (cf. [16, 26] ). Let S be a faithfully flat Ä-algebra and consider the bilinear map tp : G*(S{2)) x G(S{2)) -» Gm(S(3)) defined by tp(o*, a) =ax(af). Proof. First, we show that, if a* and o are cocycles, <p(o*, a) is a cocycle in Gm(S(3)). Indeed, A2Ç>(<7* , ff) = ff1*(ff3)1ff1*(ff3)¡"1ff1*(ff3)3ff1 (ff3)¡"' = <7U (a31 )tr*2(-cr32)<T*3(cr33)cT*4(-cr34)
= an(ff31 -ff32)(ff,*3 -ff^X^)
Also, if a or er* is a coboundary, then ç>(cr*, er) is also a coboundary. For example, let a = x2-xx for some x £ G(S), then
= (ff*)((T2 -t,)3) = ff*(ff3) = i»(ff* , ff) .
The first part of the lemma is proved. For the second part, observe that
where the limits are taken over all étale or flat coverings.
2.2. Definition. We define dimodule versions of the groups Ex , E2 introduced by Villamayor and Zelinsky in [36] . Let S be a faithfully flat i?-algebra, take / £ PD(5(n), G), and define <*"_,/ e PD(S(B+1), G) as follows:
ö"_1/ = /1®"_1/2*®"_,---®"_1/i;)1.
Because â"â"_x '■ S -► S{n+ is the zero map, it follows that we have a natural isomorphism of dimodules X¡ : Snôn_xI -» 5,("+2). Now, consider the category Q with objects given by pairs (I, a), where / € PD(S , G) and a: ön_xI -► S is a dimodule isomorphism such that ôna = X,. A morphism between (/, a) and (/, ß) in f2 is given by an Swdimodule homomorphism / : I -► J such that a = ß o ön_xf. Consider the set Zn of isomorphism classes of Q. For n = 1, Zn is made into a group by just taking the tensor product. For n = 2, we consider the following, more complicated rule:
where e and e* are defined as in 1.4. Here our approach differs from the classical one by Villamayor and Zelinsky; as one may expect, the factor tp(e*(I), e(J)) is caused by the twisted multiplication in the smash product of two algebras, and this will become clear in the following proposition. Define Ex = Z, and ' E2 = Z2/B2, where B2 is the subgroup of Z2 consisting of elements of the form (ôj, Xj). The fact that B2 is a group follows from 2.1.
2.3. Proposition. Suppose that S is a faithfully flat R-algebra, and let Ex, E2 be defined as above. Then PD(R, G) = Ex, and there exists a monomorphism i : BD(S/R, G) -> E2, which is an isomorphism if S is faithfully projective as an R-module.
Proof. The proof of the first statement is a straightforward application of 1.6 and 1.7. Let us give the proof of the second part in more detail. Take [A] £ BD(S/R, G). Then we have a dimodule isomorphism p : A ® S -► End5(ö), for some Q £ FPD(S, G). As usual in this kind of argument, define <P by the commutativity of the following diagram:
By 1.7, O is induced by a dimodule isomorphism / : QX®2I -► Q2, for some / 6 PD(S(2), G). ffxfijx :Qxx®i I¡ ®3 h ®3 7i -* On induces ^'^i = 1 , so from the uniqueness in 1.7, it follows that we have an S -dimodule isomorphism u : S(3) -» SXI. Consider the map
Qxl-,Qn®3S^J^Qxx®JxlJ^UQlx
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is given by multiplication by a unit m £ Gm(S[ '). It follows that the map ■/rVi:ßii®3V-*ß11=ß"®3S (3) is of the form l#mu~x = l#ma. Define i ([A]) = (I, a). The proof of the fact that i is a well-defined monomorphism is long but straightforward (after inspection of the proof by Villamayor and Zelinsky for the usual Brauer group).
The most interesting point for us is to show that / preserves multiplication, because here the special multiplication on E2 comes into the picture. So let [A'] be another element of BD(S/R, G), and let p , Q', O', / , /' be defined as above. Clearly i>#<p' is induced by f®f':Qx®2I ®2 Q'x ®21' -* Q2 ®2 Q2.
But if we want to calculate Sx (f#f), then we have the problem that we cannot interchange / and Q'x . To overcome this, we observe that <P and <E>' are also induced by / : Qx ® I -* Q2 and / : Q' ® /' -> Q2, where now / and /' have no action or grading, but where / and f_ are not dimodule isomorphisms anymore. However, / and f_ are locally homogeneous of degree a and a' £G(S{2)), and G(S{2)) acts on / and / by the following rules:
where we denoted (e, e*)(I) = (a, a*) and (e,e*)(l') = (a , a").
Since / has trivial action and grading, it is no problem to interchange / and Q'x . Therefore, <£#<!>' is induced by /#/', and
We have shown that i(A#A') = (I#2l', tp(e*(I), e(l'))(a#a')), so / preserves multiplication. Let us show that i is surjective if S/R is faithfully projective.
Take (I,a)eE2. a may be viewed as an S^ -dimodule isomorphism a: Ix <g>313 -* I2 . Let P be the S-dimodule which is equal to / as a Z-dimodule, but where S acts "on the first factor", that is s ■ x = (s ® l)x , for s £ S, x £ I. Then P is a faithfully projective S-module, and Px = Ix, with 5(2) acting "on the first two factors"; P2 = I3, with S{2) acting "on the first and third factor"; PX®2I = Ix ®3 Lj, with S{2) acting "on the first two factors". Therefore, we obtain an isomorphism of 5( '-dimodules fi:Px®2I2 = Ix®J,^I2^P2.
Note that a and xx are not S -dimodule isomorphisms, but their composition is an 5( '-dimodule isomorphism. ffXfJx is just multiplication by a unit, and therefore the induced map *P: End2(Px) -> End2(P2) is a dimodule descent datum, descending to a G-Azumaya algebra A .
Consider the category of sheaves of abelian groups S(Ra) on the flat site of R (cf. [26] Proof. We construct an isomorphism S : HX(S/R, G x G*) x^ HX(S/R, CX)^E2.
Let £2lass be the classical analog of E2, as introduced in [36] . It is clear that £'2lass is a normal subgroup of E2, and it is well known that we have an We obtain the result if we take the union over all faithfully flat S. Proof From Gabber's Theorem (cf. [18] ), H2(RÜ, GJtors s H2(Rét, GJtors = Br(R), a normal subgroup of BDS(R, G). So it remains to show that BDS(R, G) -* H (Rñ, G x G*) is surjective. This follows from the propositions above and the fact that every element of Hx(Ra, G x G*) may be represented by an element of H (S/R, G x G*) for some faithfully projective algebra 5 (cf. 1.13).
This is the only point in the description of the Brauer-Long group where we need Galois theory.
Note. If G(R) s G**(R), and if the order of G is invertible in R, then
the flat site in the above theorem may be replaced by the étale site; this will also follow from the results in §4. In this case, the map 9 can be described in an elementary way: take [A] £ BD(S/R, G), for some étale covering S of R. Then we have an isomorphism \p : A ® S -» End5(P), for some P £ FPD(5, G), defining a commutative diagram An _Zi_ End^P,) 23 2) ), but not in PD(5"(2), G). Thus / =d S(2)(o, o*), for some (a, a*) £ (GxG*)(S{2)). It is well known that ffX fijx £ Z2(S/R, GJ , and it is easy to see that (a, o*) £ ZX(S/R ,GxG*), since <P is a dimodule isomorphism. This defines the map 8 .
An exact sequence describing the complete Brauer-Long group
Let A be an .R-G-dimodule algebra; the group of /?-G-dimodule automorphisms of A is denoted by G-AutR(A). Following [5] , an element / of G-AutR(A) is called G-inner if there exists u £ Gm(A) such that f(a) = a(u)au~x , for all a homogeneous of degree a. In [5, Proposition 1.2], the second author gave a dimodule version of an exact sequence due to Rosenberg and Zelinsky [30] , generalizing the Skolem-Noether theorem. If A is a G-RAzumaya algebra, then the following sequence is exact:
-» G-lnnR(A) -> G-AutR(^) -> Pic(R), where G-InnÄ(^4) represents the subgroup of G-inner automorphisms of GAutR(A). The image of f £ G-AutÄ(^) is represented by F = {x £ A :
a(x)a = fi(a)x, for all a £ G, a £ Aa). In the sequel, we will need another dimodule variant of the Rosenberg-Zelinsky sequence. Let G-INNR(A) be the subgroup of G-Inn^(^) of automorphisms induced by an element u of A which is homogeneous of degree 0 and on which G acts trivially.
Theorem. Let A bean R-G-Azumaya algebra. We have an exact sequence 1 -G-INNR(A) -► G-AutR(A) -» PD(R, G).
Proof. For / G G-AutÄ(^), we define If as above. From [5] , it follows that IA is an invertible module, and it is clearly a subdimodule of A. Define Recall from §1 that the G-dimodule structure on A defines a (G x G*)(R)-module structure on A. Sowehaveamap (m, m*) : (GxG*)(R) -► G-AutR(A).
Define aA £ End(GxG*)(R) to be the composition aA = (e, e*)oOAo(m, m*), where (e, e*) is as in Lemma 1.4. ßA is defined to be I -aA, where / is the identity map on (G x G*)(R) (recall that G and G* are denoted additively). To define Childs' map, one has to restrict to products of p-groups, each of which is the product of a cyclic group of the same order, and to the case where G(-) = G**(-), \G\ invertible. Childs' map is defined on the whole Brauer-Long group, but is an antihomomorphism, corresponding to our map after every element is sent to its inverse. Some of the technical difficulties that Childs and Orzech encounter defining their maps are avoided or simplified in our approach.
Proof. Indeed, the automorphism P -> P : x -► (a, o*)(x) is multiplication by an element of (Af) , and induces the action of (a, o*) e (G x G*)(R) on A = EndR(P). Hence this action is dimodule inner, and the result follows.
(3.2.3) ßA£Aut(GxG*)(R).
From (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), it follows that ßAo ß-= ß^o ßA = I, so ßA is invertible, and therefore an automorphism.
Our next aim is to describe the kernel and image of the map ß. We will consider the canonical map i : G(R) -> G**(R). Define the map t as follows:
Hence t(a, a*) = (a*, i(o)). We also define <D : (G x G*)(R) -(G x G*)*(R) by 0(cr, a*) = (a*, 0). Clearly the dual map
is given by <P*(a**, a***) = (0, o**). Therefore / = <I> + <P*i, where now i : (G x G*)(R) -(G** xG'"P).
For rr c G, ff* 6 G*, we will often use the duality notation (a, a*) = (a*, o) = cr*(ff). On (G x G*)(R), we define a quadratic form q and a bilinear form è in the following way: q(o, a*) = ((a, a*), <P(<7, a*)) = a*(a) and ¿>((<T, Proof. First, take f £lmß , hence fi = ßA, I -fi = aA for some G-Azumaya algebra yl. Take (a, ff*) e (G x G*)(R), and let ^(«r, ff*) = (t, t*). Let x be an arbitrary element of Q>A(o, ff*) so that degx = x and p(x) = x*(p) for all p £ G(R). Let a be an element of A of degree a . From the definition of <&A(o, ff*), it follows that Now u is also a |G|th root of unity, so u = 1, because (\G\, 2) = 1. So f£0(R,G)mm.
We can now state the main theorem of this paper:
3.4. Theorem. Suppose that \G\ is invertible in R, and that G(R) and G**(R) are canonically isomorphic. Then BY>(R,G) is described by the following exact sequence:
Proof. First, we have to show that Ker ß = BY>S(R, G). 
BD(S, G) -» Aut(G x G*)(S)
Because a2 is injective, it follows that BY)(S/R, G) = Kerc^ is contained in Ker/3. (3.4.2) Suppose that ß([A\) = 1. Take a faithfully flat ^-algebra 5" suchthat the invertible G-dimodules 0A9S(ff, o*) are free for all (a, a*) £ (Gx G*)(S) (i.e. they represent trivial elements of Pic(S') but not of PD(5, G)). Z(A®S) is an abelian extension of S. Take a £ G, then ^^(ff, 0) = Su for some invertible u in A0 n A , because aA(a, 0) = (0, 0). Thus for all a £ A ® S, a (a) = uau~x, and a (a) = a if a £ Z(A®S), and A®S is ^-central. Replace S by another faithfully flat extension S such that A ® S = Ends(P) for some faithfully projective S-module P. Let G = (of x ■■■ x (of, take one of its generators a , and suppose that mo = 0. If the action of a is induced by u, then um is a unit in S. Replacing S by another faithfully flat extension, we may assume that um = 1 . We define an action of (ff) on P by a(x) = u(x). Doing this for the n generators of G, we obtain an action of G on P, and in a similar way, we can define a G*-action on P. Clearly the G x G*-action on A ® S is induced by that on P ; we therefore have a G-dimodule structure on P inducing that on A ® S = End5(P). Thus [A ® S] = 1 in BD(S, G). (3.4. 3) Let us now show that ß is surjective. From now on, we will identify G(R) and G**(R), and therefore omit the i : G(R) -» G**(R). Then the map t introduced after 3.2 is invertible, and t = <I> + <P*. Therefore t = t*. Take f £ 0(R, G)min . Let us first assume that / is constant on Spec(iî) (cf. the remark following Theorem 3.2). Let a = (I -fi)t"x : (G* x G)(R) -» (G x G*)(R), then a = CX(I -(fi*yx), because t = f*tfi, and a* = (I -fi~x)Cx = t~x(I-/*). Also f=I-at, fi* = I-ta , J~x =I-a*t, (/*)"' =I-ta. From the fact that t = fi'tfi, it then follows that f ' = /"' t~l(f*)~x = (I-a*t)t~x(I-ta) = t~~x -a* -a + a*ta . Thus a + a* -a*ta = 0. We define d = a*Q>a -a*. It then follows that d + d* = 0.
Also, from the definition of 0(R, G)min, we know that for all (ff, ff*) £ (G x G*)(R) : ((ff, ff*), (<t> -fi*<t>f)(o,o*)) = 1 . Now <D -/*<&/ = O -(/ -ta*)Q>(I -at) = ia*<P + Q>at -ta*®at. Hence: 1 = ((ff, a*), ta*<&(o, ff*))((ff, ff*), (<&at -ta*<t>at)(o, ff*)) = <<D*iz(ff*, ff), (ff, ff*))((ff, ff*), (Où -ta*<ba)(o*, a)) = ((ff*, ff), dio*, ff)). For less cumbersome notation, we write u{g. g) instead of w[((7. CT)]. Because of (3.4.3), and because Kera is contained in Kerc/ = Ker (a*Q>a -a*), by (3.4.4), we have a well-defined multiplication. On A we define a GxG*-grading as follows: degGxG. u,g. g) = a(a*, a). This defines a G-dimodule structure on A: degGu{g.g) = pxa(o*, a) and x(u{g. g)) = ((x, 0), ta(o*, ff)) = ((t, t*) , d>a(o*, er)), where px : G x G* -* G is just projection on the first factor and x* is arbitrary. Indeed, suppose that for all (ff*, o) e G* x G ;
The right-hand side is equal to (a(o*, ff), <Da(r*, t))((t* , x), d(a*, a))u{g. iff)«(t.>t) • Therefore, we have for all (cr*, a) : ((ff*, a), (a*<&a + d*)(x*, x)) = 1, so 0 = (a*<ba+d*)(x*, x) = (a*Q>a-d)(x*, x) = a*(x*, x), and (t* , t) e Kera* = Kera , so m.. t, = 1. Similarly, if for all (a*, o) :
then the right-hand side is equal to is generated by u{g.<g). Indeed, take (t* , t) e G* x G. Then degGu{x. T) = pxa(x*, x), and (pxa(x*, x))(u{g. g))u(T. jt) = (a(x*, x), ®a(o*, o))u{g. g)u{T. T), and (er, a*)(u{x. x))u(g. g) = ((ff, ff*), ta(x*, x))((x*, t) , d(o*, a))u{g. g)u(T. >t) = ((a* + ¿)(ff*, a), (t* , t))m((T. j(T)w(t. >t) = <(a*0>a)(ff*, ff), (t* , T))«((T.)(T)w(T.)t) ■ Now degGxG-u.. gs = a(o*, o), so aA(o, o*) = a(o*, o), and this shows that / £ Im/3 .
(3.4.8) Finally take / e 0(R, G)min . Then / is locally constant on Spec(i?), so there exist idempotents ex, ... ,en such that / is constant on Spec(i?e(). Applying the above arguments to BY>(Rei, G), the result follows.
In the sequel, the algebra A defined above will be denoted by Af. As a first application let us determine the center of A,. It is clear that u, . g) £ Z(Af) if (cr*, cr) 6 Kerf/. Kerd is described by the following: 3.5. Lemma. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 A, we have Kera" = Ker(I -<Pa) © Kera. Proof. It is clear that Kera n Ker(7 -<Pa) = 0. Also Kera = Kera* c Ker(a*Oa -a*) = Kera* and Ker(7 -<Da) c Kera*(7 -Oa) = Ker d.
Take (cx*, a) £Kerd. Then a*(<S>a -I)(o*, a) = 0, so (Oa-/)(a*, cr) g Kera* = Kera , and a(<Pa -I)(a*, a) = 0, so Q>a(Q>a -I)(o*, a) = 0 and Oa(cr*, cr) £ Ker(7 -Oa). Finally (cr*, ff) = <Da(ff* ,a) + (I-Oa)(cr*, o) £ Ker(7 -<Da) + Kera . Let us now discuss the relation with Orzech's map. Under the assumption that G has exponent m , Pic(R) = 1, R contains a primitive mth root of unity and H2(G, GJR)) = 1 , Orzech defined a map ßQrz : BAz(R, G) -► Aut(G) (cf. [28, 4, 14, 7] ). ßQrz is surjective, and a preimage of j £ Aut(G) may be constructed as follows. Consider the groupring RG, furnished with its natural grading, and with G-action defined by ff(«vT) = ux+k(g), where k = I -j . The G-graded G-module thus obtained is denoted by RG(j). It may be shown that End RG(j), with the induced action and grading is a G-Azumaya algebra (cf. loe. cit.). The following proposition relates ßöiz to our map ß : We leave the verification of this to the reader.
3.9. Example. Let R be a connected ring, and assume that 2 is invertible in R. Let G = Z/2Z x Z/2Z = (a) x (x). In [28] , Orzech gave an example of a G-Azumaya algebra A which is central, and such that its G-opposite algebra A is commutative. Indeed, from 3.6, it follows that there is no reason why A central should imply A central. Let us work out Orzech's example to illustrate this. Let A be equal to RG as a graded jR-module, and let the multiplication rule be given by u"uT = -uru" = u",r,
Define the G-action by aiuf) = xiug) = -ug and a'uf) = -x(uf = ux.
Let cr*, t* £G* be defined by o* (o) = x* (x) =-I, a* (x) = x* (o) = 1. GxG* is of rank 4 over Z/2Z, and will be identified with (ff) x (t) x (cr*) x (t*) . The action of G* is given by <**("") = ~T V) = -ua and °"*("t) = ~T*iux) = ux ■ A direct verification shows that the action of o and a* are induced by ug , the action of x by ux, and the action of x* by ug+x. Therefore aA and ßA are given by the matrices , it follows that 0(R, Z/pZ)min is the dihedral group of 2(p -1) elements (if R is connected, and if R contains p'x and a primitive pth root of unity). We leave it as an exercise to the reader to deduce this from the above results.
Galois extensions and strongly graded rings
In this section, we discuss the following subgroups of BD(7?, G) : BM ( If G(R) s G**(R) and \G\~X e R, then we also have 1 -C^-GmW) -GalS(R> GRÎ -HX(G*,Pic(R)).
Proof. Take a faithfully flat 7?-algebra S, and consider the exact sequence 1 -, Hom(G, GJS)) -KX(G, GJS)) -Z2ymJG, GJS)).
Every symmetric cocycle can be split by a faithfully flat extension; therefore, we have an exact sequence of sheaves on Ra :
1 -, G*(.) -+K\G, GJ-)) -> z;ymJG, GJ-)) -1.
We therefore have a long exact sequence of groups:
It follows that we have a short exact sequence:
The second sequence is obtained in a similar way. If G = Z/nZ, n is invertible in J? and R contains a primitive «th root of unity, then G = G** and the sequence above reduces to the well-known Kummer sequence 1 -GJR)/(GJR))n -T(R, G) ->" Pic(ü) -1. The inverse image of / defined above is nothing else than the crossed product (R, G*, h). The cocycle h is a skew pairing in the terminology of DeMeyer [15] . 1 -¿Cm«?, GJR)) -H2(G, GJR)) -, PJG, GJR)) -, 1.
The graded Brauer group of Childs, Garfinkel and Orzech
In [13], Childs, Garfinkel and Orzech defined a generalized Brauer group of classes of algebras graded by a finite abelian group G and with G-action defined via a bilinear map tp : G(R) x G(R) -> Gm (7? ). This group B^R, G) is a subgroup of BD(7?, G) consisting of those classes [A] in BD(i?, G) for which the G-action on A is determined by the G-grading as follows: a (a) = tp(a, dega)a, for all homogeneous a £ A . If tp is the trivial bilinear map, then BV(R, G) = BC(R, G), and if G = Z/2Z, and if tp is the nontrivial bilinear map, then BjR, G) = BW(R), the Brauer-Wall group. The results of the previous sections may be applied to describe B (R, G). As one might expect, we start off with a description of BSJR, G) = BV(R, G)C\BY)S(R, G). Our next aim is apply 3.4 to describe BJR, G) by a short exact sequence. We modify the map ß of 3.4 to obtain an epimorphism «3^ from B9(R, G) onto a subgroup of Hom(G*, G)(R).
We 
